Walters, Perry approved to fill vice chancellor positions

Tom Wolf

Chancellor Arnold Grobman announced last week the approval of the appointments of Everett Walters and John Perry, by University President C. Briice Rainwater, as new vice chancellor posts at UMSL. The appointments are part of an overall reorganization plan designed to aid in the administration of departments and programs at UMSL.

Walters, who came to UMSL as Dean of Faculties in 1971, was appointed Vice Chancellor for Community Affairs. His duties include overseeing the office of development, Office of Public Information, Dean of Student Affairs, Affirmative Action, International Studies and KWMU radio.

Perry, who came to UMSL in 1963 as business officer, was selected for the post of Vice Chancellor in charge of Administrative Services. Perry said his responsibilities will continue to revolve around the business and financial concerns of the campus.

Perry said under the reorganization plan "my areas of responsibility will remain the same, and therefore, simply a change in title was recommended for Vice Chancellor Grobman."

Walters, whose duties will be expanded in his new position, feels he has had experience in those areas. "I regard my appointment as an academic appointment," said the former Dean of Faculties, "and all areas assigned to me are related to academic affairs.

Both men accepted the vice chancellor positions after being asked by Grobman of their desire to serve. No increase in salary was mentioned for either position at this time.

Faculty, Grobman name search committee

Windy Watkins

The search committee for the vice chancellor of academic affairs has been named. Based on a resolution from the arts and sciences faculty, the committee is composed of members nominated by constituents from each division. Chancellor Arnold Grobman determined the final selection of the list of those nominated.

They are: Howard Baits (business), Rotlul Munich (philosophy), Lynn Surget (political science), Delia Trojahn (education), Robert Murray (chemistry), Randy Klock (student). Chancellor Grobman appointed Conney Kimbo (Dean of students) as the administrative representative to the committee. Grobman also named Kimbo as chairperson of the search committee.

Some faculty members expressed concern over the final selection being made by Grobman. The chancellor explained why he felt it necessary to make the final decision. He said, "I asked the different units to nominate representatives for the committee because I wanted to be sure that affirmative action principles were followed. I wanted to be sure that there would be at least one woman and one minority member on the committee. By having the representatives nominated rather than elected I could be assured that affirmative action would be followed. I didn't want a committee of all white males."

Grobman continued, "As it turned out those nominated were selected for the committee and I reserved the right to appoint the administrative representative on the search committee."

Grobman went on to explain his reasons for selecting Kimbo. "I felt that it was important to have an administrative unit on the committee, since the committee will be interviewing candidates for an administrative position. Kimbo was named chairperson because he has access to the support services that a chairperson needs; a clerical staff, last year's chancellor search would not have had."

At the meeting I will be working with the budgetary plan to effect each department across the board."

On October 1, Grobman presented his budget cut proposal to the Fiscal Resources and Long Range Planning Committee for its approval. The committee declined to endorse the plan. The committee, according to Bernard Cohen, chairman of English and member of the committee, had no previous knowledge of the proposal nor did it know that it was to be presented by Grobman at the meeting. "We did not want things thrown at us," Cohen remarked when commenting on the October meeting. "We must be given full information about the time to study budgets. After all, if added, we are not experts on budgets."

In reply, Grobman felt he could not be faulted for presenting the budgetary plan to the committee and asked for their reactions and they reacted."

After observing the areas which were cut, Cohen termed the $175,000 cut in the library acquisition fund as "disastrous."

Grobman explained, "I feel it better to sacrifice E&E to get $70,000 for the library." The

Contingency plan reduces library budget cut

Lynn O' Shaughnessy

Chancellor Arnold Grobman has recently accepted the contingency budget cut proposal for UMSL submitted by the Senate's Fiscal Resources and Long Range Planning Committee. This plan trims the library acquisitions budget from an original figure of $175,000 to $100,000 and further increases the equipment and expenses by $70,000.

Grobman's acceptance of the budget cut proposal ends weeks of budgetary juggling and committee haggling which began in September. At this time, Gov. Chris B.ond informed the university system and all other state agencies that the state is anticipating three percent reduction in income this fiscal year. Consequently the four Missouri campuses were instructed to develop plans for reducing their state appropriated budgets by three percent as a precautionary measure.

It will not be known until this spring if the cuts will have to go into effect, Grobman said. "The state revenue has not been reduced by three percent then the money in the budget cut will be restored."

Preparing for the possible state income reduction, Grobman, John Perry, vice chancellor for administrative purposes, and Everett Walters, vice chancellor for community affairs drew up UMSL's original contingency budget cut. The $336,537 budget cut plan slashed $175,000 away from the library acquisition fund. Other sizeable slices in line items included $50,000 from special equipment and $24,183 reduction in the contingency account controlled by the chancellor.

The largest cut was aimed at the library. Grobman explained because the cut will affect each department across the board."

On October 1, Grobman presented his budget cut proposal to the Fiscal Resources and Long Range Planning Committee for its approval. The committee declined to endorse the plan. The committee, according to Bernard Cohen, chairman of English and member of the committee, had no previous knowledge of the proposal nor did it know that it was to be presented by Grobman at the meeting. "We did not want things thrown at us."

Cohen remarked when commenting on the October meeting. "We must be given full information about the time to study budgets. After all, if added, we are not experts on budgets."

In reply, Grobman felt he could not be faulted for presenting the budgetary plan to the committee and asked for their reactions and they reacted."

After observing the areas which were cut, Cohen termed the $175,000 cut in the library acquisition fund as "disastrous."

Grobman explained, "I felt it better to sacrifice E&E to get $70,000 for the library." The

[continued on page 2]
Criterias for vice chancellor position

The vice chancellor should have experience in preparing budget requests and allocating resources. The vice chancellor should be supportive of open administration, requests for cooperation with colleagues and committees, summer or open meeting days, openness in decision making, departmental action, and team participation. The vice chancellor should appreciate the differences between a public urban research campus and a private liberal arts campus. The vice chancellor should have a spirit of adventure and should be willing in using a part of the rapid changing academic environment.

Grobnan names search committee

Present at the meeting were Randy Klock, student body president, and Paul April, central council chairperson and chairperson of the administrative council.

Before he opened the meeting, Randy Klock, student body president, commented:

"I attempted to post in the Ms magazine but the final date for submitting applications for Norman has not passed. According to Kimbo the committee will have at least two meetings up to Dec. 22. Of course our time schedule is tentative but the final date for nominations is Dec. 22. We hope to start preliminary meeting in January and reviewing candidates by February. This should be the final meeting in March, and we should be finished by April. But this is not a strict timetable, only an estimate.

The search committee will submit an unraveled list of approximately five names to Grobnan. He will choose the new vice chancellor from this list.

Miller felt the biggest problem was communication. "The administration was asking us for better communication among the members who had the elections," stated Klock.

Some students at the meeting felt that one of the major problems was lack of time devoted to handling the election process.

Miller agreed that could have been the problem. He assured the council that sufficient time for a successful election would be given in the future.

'Snac & Rap' aims at unity

Approximately 125 black students, faculty members and staff people gathered in the Student Union meeting room to discuss the issues of unity and academic awareness at the "Snac & Rap." The program was coordinated by the Minority Student Service Coalition and directed by the Minority Student Service Coalition and coordinated by a panel presentation, questions, and answers and informal socializing.

Micky Brewster, director of UNIED Special Services, gave the opening address and was followed by representatives from various student organizations. The students told of the goals and purposes of the various organizations and how they relate to unity and academic awareness.

During the question and answer period some students expressed that the rhetoric sounded nice but were disenchanted. Some felt that the program would not be a success.

Some of the best college students are veterans.

Not every young man or woman is ready to take full advantage of college right out of high school. Some need time to learn more about themselves and others. About what they want to make far better students at 21 than they would have at 18.

Some need time to learn more about themselves and others. About what they want to make far better students at 21 than they would have at 18.

The counterproductive that offer more than just protection.

The contraceptives that offer more than just protection.

The contraceptives that offer more than just protection.
UMSL education doctorate to be available soon

Susan Kendrick

A new Doctor of Education (Ed. D.) degree for UMSL was approved by the Coordinating Board for Higher Education at its October meeting.

After considerable discussion and debate, the Board approved the program on the basis that UMSL cooperate with the two private universities in the area, Washington and St. Louis universities, that currently offer graduate education programs. In the works for the past ten years, the Ed. D. degree is a broadly based program designed to provide two basic areas of concentration. The field of learning-instructional processes places primary emphasis on the teaching-learning relationship, and the general planning and development of organizational programs to successfully carry it on.

The second area of study, behavioral-developmental processes, emphasizes the nature of individuals and will focus on such elements as learners’ behavioral and developmental characteristics, typical and atypical development, motivation and counseling processes.

Unlike the Ph. D., degree, which teaches specific skills and emphasizes intensive concentration, the Ed. D. degree provides a broad field of training and related areas. Instead of producing researchers and theoreticians, it prepares professional practitioners by training area teachers in curriculum and counseling, rather than strictly in the area of administration. Although the Ph. D. in education is currently offered at other institutions, UMSL’s new Ed. D. program will be filling an educational need of the St. Louis community.

A survey recently done by this campus of 14 school districts in the area revealed that the more complex schools of the future will increase the need for persons with Ed. D. training.

UMSL can provide this at a lower cost than is now available. Because enrollment will be small, UMSL will not be competing heavily with established programs at private institutions. Rather they will be seeking cooperation among the three schools in planning programs.

While Washington and St. Louis universities’ programs draw many out-of-state students, UMSL hopes to involve students from the St. Louis and out-state area who would remain here after completing their degree work.

Because of limited resources, admission to the new program, to begin in January 1976, will be restricted.

Forum to discuss language alternative

A cultural alternative proposal drafted by Jim Shanahan, a Central Council member, will be discussed at a series of foreign language forums to be held on Nov. 19, 8-9 pm in room 229 J.C. Penney and Nov. 21, 11:30-12:30 pm in J.C. Penney auditorium.

Shanahan’s proposal would amend the policy to allow students to substitute 15 hours in one foreign culture study area. Utilizing courses currently available, the curriculum committee has mapped out four areas presently usable to fulfill this option. Utilizing this plan, a student would be required to take one anthropology course, two literature courses and one civilization course offered by the modern foreign languages department.

Presently, a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree in the college of arts and sciences “must complete 13 college credit hours or the equivalent in one foreign language,” as explained in the course catalogue.

The University Program Board presents

Hume Cronyn
Jessica Tandy

in

The Many Faces of Love

A dramatic reading from among the works of:

Colette, Noel Coward, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Benjamin Franklin, Robert Frost, Jan de Hartog, A.E. Hot Keats, Phyllis McGinley, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Ogden Nash, Rainer Maria Rilke, William Shakespeare, Calvin Thomas, James Thurber, Tennessee Williams, Thomas Wolfe and others.

sunday, november 16
8:30 p.m.
J.C. Penney auditorium
$2 UMSL students
$3 faculty, staff
& alumni
$4 public admission

This program has been subsidized with Student Activity funds.
LETTERS

Questions election issues

Dear Editor:

I have serious questions about the issue of discrepancies in the homecoming queen election. If there was concern about the tabulation of the vote, why wasn't the vote rechecked by all concerned parties before the final announcement and publishing the winner? If the central issue was the election procedure, were the votes for the king candidates recounted also or was the tallying process in this situation so different that there would be question about the accuracy of votes for the queen and not the king?

It is unfortunate that the efforts of the candidates and the contest had to be called into question after the fact. What could have been an occasion of joyful achievement has been besmirched. For Maria Ferguson it is a hollow crown indeed.

Mary Breevesser

Suggests optimism, not racism

Dear Editor:

During a conversation a short period of time ago, there seemed to be a question of my view points, which I didn't have the opportunity to relay. Hopefully expressing them now, some of the "dem people" are tired of the same crap.

I know our country (yours mine) doesn't especially care for black Americans, in general, but more stress should be placed on present and probably future shortcomings instead of reflecting on the past, which is history.

Try looking past pigmentation differences and looking at the individual. Many feel if a person mixes or mingles with differences in pigmentation, you lose your sense of identity. It should be of help for people to know both sides or how others see problems, what they feel or think. You can associate without it as well.

Another suggestion is optimism or being able to look at someone else's point of view is another suggestion, not necessarily accepting it. Learned views accepted or taught while growing up are not critcized or said to be wrong.

Organization and cooperation are needed to solve most of the problems that are present. Think about the person (good-bad) or what attracted the person to you, before considering someone else, white or me, black. I'm me mainly.

Bennie B. Burrell Jr.

Proposes 'Blindfold Day'

Dear Editor:

In light of the recent "Wheelchair Day" activities, we feel that the time has come of age for support toward yet another discriminated minority group at UMSL, the blind. While other groups have had input toward correcting inadequacies related to themselves, few realize that the architectural design and faculty attitude on campus have made non-sighted people feel most uncomfortable here.

Try scurrying to class at the last moment while dodging trash cans, hitch boxes, vending machines, students playing games and fraternity herds without the aid of vision. Arriving at class is little consolation either, as the majority of UMSL professors seem to have espoused the attitude "what you don't see won't hurt you.

States 'pertinent facts'

Dear Editor:

In the Nov. 6 edition of the Current, a statement appeared on the editorial page, cast in the form of a letter with the name "Billie Rensberger" placed under it. Since this statement was not printed under the column headed "letters," there arises some question as to whether it represents an editorial statement, or whether it is indeed a genuine letter.

Let the statement leave your readers with wrong impressions.

Protests defense of Duncan

Dear Editor:

I wish to protest the recent letter about the ability of Mr. Duncan to teach. I am presenting this in one of his English 10 classes. I find him forcing his political beliefs upon the whole class. For example the class I am in must write a research paper from between World War I and World War II. We have many topics to choose from but no matter what we write on we must tie it in to Fascism.

I do not protest the topics because sometimes it is hard to allow me to state the following pertinent facts: (1) A Mrs. Remberger graduated with a B.A. in Sociology from UMSL, and was admitted as a graduate student in Sociology in August, 1974. (2) Ms. Remberger is currently a registered and Regular Status graduate student in the Sociology Department, and should be able to complete her degree requirements in the 76-77.

Harry N. Bash

S. Berger

Sociology/Apthropology Dep't.

Our proposal is a simple and reasonable one. Why not have a "Blindfold Day" in the near future? We think it would be most effective in conveying the frustrations of the blind at UMSL, and certainly the relative inexpensiveness of handicapped and bandanas make participation much more feasible on a widespread basis than was an array of wheelchairs.

We could hopefully be a cress of professional indifference not being made about the blind student's plight and the elimination of unnecessary walls and obstacles around UMSL. After all, the non-sighted may not be able to see walls here, but they certainly can read the handwriting on them.

J. Belsky

S. Berger
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Warns of consumer ripoff

Dear Editor:

Advertising is not all that it could be, and the Current, of course, cannot verify the quality of services offered by people who buy space. I would like, however, to tell others about my experience with the establishment which promises a haircut for $5, without the rip-off price.

I went there to have an inch or two of split ends taken off... when I came out, at least five inches had been cut. Their idea of a blow dry (which I asked for) was to give hair up on three bobby pins, put a hairnet over it, and stick me under a dryer. This is no-with-it place, friends; it's filled with old ladies out for their weekly shampoo and set. One asked for the "Screen Romances" which I was reading it desperation to take to the bored male cosmetologist to show the style she wanted. The single concession to the youth clientele was the radio tuned to KSD. The establishment cannot control the radio's programming, of course, but it was demonizing to listen to "I Was Born a Woman" as my hair was mercilessly hacked off.

Five dollars is a huge ripoff when one comes out of a shop with short, kinky hair, stiff with that godawful beautyshop hair-spray. For another $7, I could have gone to a congenial atmosphere where beauticians my own age would have had respect for keeping hair long, instead of whacking away at it. Twelve dollars would have been cheap.

Hildage Garnet

Defends call for quorum

Dear Editor:

In the Senate meeting of Nov. 8, I called for a quorum count which resulted in the termination of that session. Many Senators were upset at this action, arguing that the matter on the floor would just have to be brought up at the next meeting. While I do not wish to keep the Senate from getting its business done, I do wish to see the Senate completed with a quorum present. A quorum is the smallest number designated by the organization to be able to legally transact business on its behalf. The Senate has set 51 as a quorum, when attendance drops below this number the Senate should not dispense of business.

Claims headline inaccurate

Dear Editor:

The Nov. 6 Current heading "Answers Duncan's accusations" is not accurate when it states:

"Answers Duncan's accusations." I have not made accusations against this student; I have identified this student as the student who made formal complaints about my teaching. There is nothing wrong with making formal complaints, therefore how can accusations be made against this student?

I formally accuse the English Department Faculty Committee of Promotion and Tenure of violating the basic rights of the teaching profession and the working class. The Committee allows a teacher without giving the teacher the reasons, nor the opportunity to properly make his defense. The Committee thinks that since I expressed socialist ideas in the classroom I can be deprived of my rights. Since the films (putting forth socialist ideas) for the English Spring '75 semester were selected not by me but by the members of the 1973-1974 Freshman Committee (Sally Jackoway, Curt Hartog, Kim Sindic, Barb Relyea, Jane Parks) the rights of free speech of these teachers has also been attacked.

I demand that the Faculty Committee come forward before the students, faculty, and staff of UMSL and answer my accusation.

Larry Duncan
English Instructor

Cites classes as 'waste of time'

Dear Editor:

As an elementary education major, I feel that most of the required courses are valid and useful, but after just sitting through one of those classes listed as a General Education Requirement, I feel differently. I cannot understand why UMSL does not give its students the opportunity to test out of General Education Requirements. I am referring in particular to Math 50 & 151. These classes are a complete waste of time for those students who already possess the knowledge offered there. I might also add that UMC does offer. It is unfair to the student and the instructor when students must sit through a thoroughly unchallenging class. UMSL should give its students the opportunity to further explore their area of interest instead of forcing them to fuse to previously-acquired information.

Pat Harper

DSU offers thanks to participants

Dear Editor:

The Disabled Students Union would like to extend its thanks to all the people who took part in Wheelchair Day. We think that it was extremely successful in focusing attention in a clear and striking manner on the problems of the disabled student at UMSL. We hope that the support and cooperation demonstrated by the campus will continue in the future.

Deborah Kay Phillips
President DSU

SPECIAL RING DAY

John Roberts ~ ArtCarved Ring

Order Your ArtCarved College Ring Now!

FREE CALCULATOR WITH PURCHASE

The representative from John Roberts will be on campus

November 17 from 9 am to 7 pm
November 18 from 9 am to 4 pm

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Trade up your gold high school ring and get credit toward the purchase of your permanent college ring!

ArtCarved College Rings by John Roberts
Proposal reduces library budget cut

(continued from page 1)

committee's proposal reduced the library's share of budget cut by $70,000 and shifted this amount to expense and equipment. Departmental bills for textbooks, copy machines and other office supplies are paid through E & E.

Grobman ratified the committee's proposal, saying, "I think the committee's recommendation is sound."

"Since accepting the contingency budget cut plan, Grobman has sent memora-
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Right now it's yours for just...$129.80

Save $113.00! We won't suggest that you run down to get this buy (while it's still available), but walking fast will help.

Here's what you can now get for $129.80!

The Garrard fully-automatic, multiply-play Z92 turntable with the exclusive Zero Tracking Tonearm. High Fidelity said, "It is probably the best buy you can get as an integral part of an automatic player." In plain English, that means less wear on your records and an end to playback distortion. In plain numbers, it lists at $169.95.
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Elisabeth Mann Borgese talks of her book

Thomas Taeuberinger

 Elisabeth Mann Borgese, daughter of novelist Thomas Mann, spent the morning of Nov. 3 at UMSL on "The Ascent of Women," the title of a book by her. She said that she had an active, life-long interest in women's roles and problems in society, sparked by three incidents in her youth.

"Once when I was five years old," she said, "my younger brother described as looking more serious than me. It was an inaccurate characterization and I wondered why women were thought to be more frivolous than men." Mrs. Mann-Borgese speaks with a noticeable German accent, although she has a rich vocabulary and is obviously erudite.

"Secondly," she continued, "when I was 12 I expressed a desire to become a musician. But I was told that 'history' had shown women to be incapable of being great artists. I was made to feel inferior and handicapped because I was female."

"Her fervent, confident demeanor belies her middle-aged appearance. "The third incident occurred when I was entering adulthood and was told I should choose between a career and a family. I was outraged," she said. "Because no one ever thought of asking that of a man."

She divided her lecture on the ascent of women into four parts. First she discussed the evolution of human nature. "We can say that war is not a part of human nature," she said. "We have an interest in peace, not in war. "War has finally created a technology of its own which has destroyed it. Recent advances such as atomic weapons have made war less costly to wage. Thus we can say that war is not a part of human nature."

"I realize," she continued, "that many people disagree with that. Their disagreement is similar to the old problem of slavery. It was thought for a long time to be inherent in humanity. But after the Industrial Revolution, slavery became economically unfeasible and we allowed moral indignation to surface and abolish it."

Thirdly she spoke of the existing social orders and what direction they were headed. "The pattern of nation-states was centrifugal and vertically hierarchical. This order valued the Indeuro-Roman-Greek ethics and was based on property."

But I believe we are now evolving another order based on horizontally aligned society. Most Europeans are included in the decision making process," she said. "And the valid number of us has created a greater consideration, as witness our nation's entry into the United Nations."

Her fourth topic was the lack of women in the arts. "We are all products of our environment and heritage. There is no such thing as a female nature because the nature of females changes from one culture to another. Women fit the role a community assigns them," she said.

"But," she said, "there is no limit to the changeability of women, and we are only beginning to do away with all of our problems of war and famine."

"In the animal kingdom, she continued, "we see that the more social the species the more important is the female's role. The trend toward communization continues and is accompanied with the drive for women's rights," she said. "We are only beginning to see this. True. We see that trend manifested in Cuba and China."

"The challenge of the 21st century is to find a world that takes the needs of society and the needs of the individual. Although much damage can be struck and I look forward to the day."

Faculty club uses uncertain

Mike Smith

Several years ago, the university purchased a home to be used as a faculty club and meeting place. The house, known formally as the University Club and informally as the Casey House (because it was bought from the Casey family) was placed under the supervision and management of a committee headed by Artur Schaefer, head of the University's German Department and later assistant professor of accounting. The University Club Committee was formed to create a more effective utilization of the facility in the best interest of the university community," said Ganz. The committee was formed to develop, maintain, and oversee the use of the Club.

Although the facility was bought for faculty, school, and departmental social functions it seems that the use has been limited by the individual departments that have scheduled events and activities. The most often cited reason for not using the club was because it was too small or too large for the group involved.

Dr. Robert Guad, acting dean of the Philosophy department, has proposed that the faculty stresses its importance to the university and that it be used to its maximum potential.

"In the college, there are four other departments that have club facilities," she said. "I'm very much against students having The Best drinking games , and we will use it as much as they can."

"When we first opened the club, we used it as much as we could. It stands, not being used enough although it has the potential," she said.

She also mentioned that much has been done toward renovating the house. A stove, range, new rugs and carpets, and furniture have been installed. Further plans for the house are being considered for a next year."

Laughter and a good time. That is what I'd like to talk with you about. After researching all the literature we could find on these subjects and participating in an enormous amount of parties, all of different types and social backgrounds from all over the world, we have put together a complete collection of party procedures and alternatives.

We have taken all of these ideas all together in a book called Having The Best Parties. In this book there are 50 separate Party-time, Drinking Games that are the Prime Choice of all the games we found. There are sections that deal with teaching you how to make Party Games a Success, with a Value for Knowledge and Humor.

Also, there is a section on the different Drink Mixes and Potent Party Punches for big parties. We have gone to great lengths to use Practical and Jokes and list we several practical jokes that have seen people have a hilarious time with. The 50 Separate Party-time, Drinking games are the meat of our Book. We could have listed 150 games without changing your time by an hour. The variations are obvious and we figure if you want to change or vary the games you will and you don't need our help. We have put in the Main Unique Party Games that were the ones people had the best time with. The techniques of this book don't only have to be used at parties. There is Drinks, Jokes, Practical Jokes and Jokes that are great to use yourself and get together. Whether it's at a party in the Student Union at a Club or at home.

This book is just a guide for giving parties for kids or socials, Fractions or Sorority parties, conventions, church functions, business or office parties and, of course, great for friendly little get-togethers.

Steps To Having The Best Parties was written to help you in selecting different ways to be entertained and have a good time.

You'll probably and up wanting to play them. You will need YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO Fostown Enterprise, P. O. Box 2263, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201 for the Book, 5 Steps To Having The Best Parties. And we will supply everything you need for a Fantastic Party... EXCEPT THE ALCOHOL.
order much of the morning. "Luckily, all my morning classes were on the second floor. I was forced to hold my office hour in the hall, because it would have been nearly impossible for me to have been carried up to my

suit for the needs of disabled students is fine, but not everyone can afford to attend them." Nick said. "The DSU realizes that altering our campus will take time and money. We must demand overnight changes, but

perhaps more than anticipated. I hope that many people learned a lesson they'll never forget, and appreciate more the hardships faced by disabled students.

Now that the Wheelchair Day has been dramatized," he continued, "the DSU would like to discuss the feasibility of making the doors in the buildings easier to open, and procuring a reserved parking." Kenneth Johnson, professor of Political Science, thought that Wheelchair Day was a success in more ways than one. "In addition to obviously dramatizing the special needs of handicapped students, the day was also a fine example of what peaceful, progressive protest can accomplish. Frankly, I wish I saw more of such protest from the students themselves.

Johnson experienced the common transformation of simple tasks into major problems. "It was difficult to type, to open and close my office door, and impossible to look into the top drawer of my filing cabinet. I found myself planning my time much more cautiously, for if I forgot something in a drawer I couldn't just dash back and get it.

"I hope the day was an eye-opener to all administration officials responsible for meeting the requests of the DSU," he continued. "All too often people associate physical handicaps with mental disability. But that is a ridiculous correlation. Handicapped people have real and pressing problems, and I see no reason why their proposals can't be honored.

David Kral, secretary of the DSU, hopes that concrete action will be taken as a result of Wheelchair Day. "We've asked an assistant physical handicapped student to write a letter to John Perry, the USM Business Office, detailing their experiences. The DSU hopes that concrete action will be taken as a result of Wheelchair Day. We've asked an assistant physical handicapped student to write a letter to John Perry, the USM Business

WHEELCHAIR DAY. Todd Moehlman and Sue Ingoldsbey discuss the problems they experienced maneuvering a wheelchair around USMSL. [Photo by Jeane Vogel]

five floor office.

"It was a learning experiment for me," he continued, "and it made me appreciate the gift of walking. I wish I could be just an experiment for the handicapped, instead of a lifetime ordeal.

Nick Rocco, vice president of the DSU, received some unexpected feedback from the event. The participants were amazed at how tough the disabled students had to be to get through the day. And most observers appreciated our problems.

But I did encounter some negative reaction. I overheard several students saying, 'Why go to such bother and expense for the few disabled students at USMSL?'" But, he said, "such thought is rather callous and misses an important point. If the campus were more easily traversed by students confined to a wheelchair, more would attend than at the present.

"The idea of making the university at Columbia specially

Continental Sound

musician claims that the system has a computerized track adapter that can be used to play any of a wide variety of music. A musical sample is stored in the computer, and thesystem uses this sample to create a sound that is a combination of the sample and any other sounds that are on the track. This allows for a wide variety of sounds to be created and played back.

The system contains a series of microprocessors that are used to control the various aspects of the system, including the track adapter and the computer. The microprocessors use special algorithms to control the sound generation process and to ensure that the sounds are produced accurately and consistently.

The system is designed to be flexible, allowing users to create a wide variety of sounds. It can be used for music production, audio mixing, or any other application that requires the ability to create and manipulate sounds. The system is available in a range of configurations, allowing users to choose the one that best meets their needs.

For more information, please contact Continental Sound at 580-968-4925. They will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Drowning not result of French immersion

What's the last project you undertook intensively? Most likely, it was studying for finals, the compilation of an entire semester's work into one trying week. No educator would recommend this "cramming" to effectively learn a subject, but different methods of controlled, intensive study have been used for years.

One such method of study by total immersion is the Intensive French course offered here at UMSL. The course which allows 15 hours credit for one semester's work is the first of its kind at UMSL. The course allows 15 hours credit for one semester's work.

"This intensive French Study is a success," said Dr. Allen, professor of French at UMSL. "It is an experiment, the same class will be offered again in the Winter semester due to its success.

"As well as the solid basis in French, the course has brought together a variety of people. For six hours of the day you can find the ordinary blue jean-sweatshirt college student, the proprietor of a fashion boutique, of a restaurant, and a station operator who works full-time nights all night long excitedly about the subject of the day, and usually discussing French."

One of the intensive French students who has taken the 15 hours credit for this course, is Mrs. Stary. Mrs. Stary feels that the students in the course have the skills and thus the necessary motivation to do very well.

"The class, which was frightening at the start now almost seems too short. After only two months of study, the entire class is speaking with marked success. Everyone remembers the first few days of introduction in French with a laugh. Now, in a better perspective, past their toruous start of only a few words a day, the class looks forward to their final month with enthusiasm. They have already finished with one text and will soon be reading Sartre and being given in-class talks on topics of their choice.

Mrs. Stary is more than proud of the progress of the group. According to her, the intensive French students can already speak better than most students who have taken the 15 hours over the usual three semesters. The reason being that those students in the intensive course have much more chance to use the language in this manner is the constant reinforcement from one class to the next. When the students learn a new tense in their morning grammar class, they must use it again the same morning in their conversation class, and in the afternoon language laboratory, and still again in the second and final lecture class of the day. The course includes two hours of first few weeks the two grammar classes taught by M. Ezvan and Mme. Autin, both French natives who also meet daily for lunch to add just one more hour of practice.
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**Thursday**

**GALLERY 210**: "Le Corbusier Etchings" will be displayed through Nov. 25, Monday, Thursday, and Friday from 10am to 5pm. Tuesday and Wednesday from 10am to 7:30pm in room 210, Lucas Hall. The exhibit is free and open to the public.

**ADVANCE REGISTRATION**: From 8:30am until 4pm advance registration will be held for Day Division, Evening College and Graduate School students in the lobby of the Administration Building.

**FRIDAY**

**ADVANCE REGISTRATION**: From 8:30am until 4pm advance registration will be held for Day Division, Evening College and Graduate School students in the lobby of the Administration Building.

**ADVANCE REGISTRATION**: From 8:30am until 4pm advance tickets for the weekend movies will be shown at 8pm in room 331, SSBE. from 10am until 1pm in the snack bar. The prices are $2.00 for a bagel, $3.50 for cream cheese. All proceeds go to the "100 Neediest Cases".

**FOREIGN POLICY WEEK**: A student-faculty discussion will be held from 9:15 until 11:30am in room 331, SSBE on "American Minorities Views of Southern Africa". From 2:30 to 4:30pm in room 331, SSBE a joint seminar will be held on "Southern African Conflicts".

**FILM**: "Meet Me in St. Louis" will be shown at 8pm in the J.C. Penney Auditorium. No admission charge.

**WEDNESDAY**

**ADVANCE REGISTRATION**: From 8:30am until 4pm admission registration will be held for Day Division, Evening College, and Graduate School students in the lobby of the Administration Building.

**BAGEL SALE**: APO will sponsor a bagel sale from 9am until 1pm in the snack bar. The prices are $2.00 for a bagel, $3.50 for cream cheese. All proceeds go to the "100 Neediest Cases".

**BLOOD DRIVE**: The Inter-Greek Council will sponsor a Red Cross Blood Drive from 9am until 3pm in room 126, J.C. Penney Building.

**FOREIGN POLICY WEEK**: A series of lectures on the "History of the Panama Canal" will be held from 10:30 to 12am in room 331, SSBE on "Panama: The Washington Perspective".

**MEETING**: The Marketing Club will hold a meeting in room 325, J.C. Penney Building at 1:15. Mark J. Walters, Executive Vice President of Communications Centers of America will speak on advertising.
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Academy Award nomination in 1964. Cronyn was among the first actors to try television, making his first broadcast appearance for NBC in 1939. In 1946 he received the Antoinette Perry "Tony" Award for the Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal of Polonius in the Burton-Gelgid "Hamlet." He received the 1972-73 Obie Award for outstanding achievement in the Off-Broadway Theatre for his performance in "Knapp's Last Tape.

Just as varied as Cronyn's career has been that of Jessica Tandy. She has appeared in such varied roles as Gertrude and Ophelia in "Hamlet," Tita nia in "A Midsummer Night's Dream" and Blanche Dubois in "A Streetcar Named Desire." Tandy has also appeared in a number of films including "Forever Amber," "The Birds," and "Butley.

In 1948 Tandy received the "Tony" Award for her performance in "A Streetcar Named Desire." More recently, she received an Obie Award for her husband for her appearance in the world premiere of Samuel Beckett's play, "Not I.

The two performers have often appeared together. They starred in an early television series, "The Marriage," and have been together in numerous films and stage productions.

They are currently touring in "The Many Faces of Love" a series of dramatic readings. They will perform at the J. C. Penney Auditorium Sunday, Dec. 16 starting at 8:30. Work shall be taken from a variety of sources. The writings of Noel Coward, Fordy Donio­vsky, Richard Lovelwyn, James Thurbur and William Shakes­peare will be among those featured.

JESSICA AND HUME: "The Many Faces of Love." [Photo courtesy UPB]

Holiday pops at the Symphony

This season the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra will present a holiday pops concert at Powell Symphony Hall in addition to the traditional performances of "The Nutcracker." Handel's "Messiah," and the Bach Society Christmas Candlelight Concerts.

Richard Hayman, maestro of the Saint Louis County Pops last June, will conduct the Orchestra in a concert of holiday favorites on Friday evening, December 5 at 8:30. Selections on the program will include White Christ­mas, Greensleeves and many surprises. Tickets for this special performance are priced from $2.50 to $5.00.

Two performances of the Mes­siah, conducted by Leonard Stat­ton and featuring the Cosmopol­itan Singers directed by Helen Louise Graves, will be part of the holiday programming; the popular "singing-along" version will be presented on Sunday afternoon, December 14 at 3:00 and the concert version on Tues­day evening, December 16 at 8:30. All tickets for the "singing­along" performance are priced at $3.50 and concert version tickets range from $2.50 to $5.00.

The Bach Society of St. Louis joins the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra for its Christmas Candlelight Concerts on Wed­nesday evening, December 17 at 8:30; Friday evening, December 19 at 8:30; and Saturday afternoon, December 26 at 2:00; on Sunday afternoon, December 27 at 2:00; on Saturday eve­ning December 27 at 7:30; and on Sunday afternoon, December 28 at 3:00. Tickets are priced from $2.50 to $5.00.

Tickets reductions of 25% for groups of 20 or more are applicable to all holiday pro­grams, and group tickets may be ordered by contacting the Ticket Director, Powell Symphony Hall, 718 N. Grand Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63103, (314) 533-2500.

Assistant from the St. Louis Convention and Tourist Board and the Missouri State Council on the Arts makes these holiday concerts possible. Tickets are available by mail to Powell Symphony Hall, 718 N. Grand, St. Louis, Missouri 63103.

"Unite" prints on display

Brenda Shihler

Man of many talents: architect, writer, painter, printermaker and urban designer. This describes Charles Edouard Jenneret, better known as Le Corbusier, whose etchings are on display in Gallery 210 this month.

The collection of his prints, entitled "Unite," reflect his style in the structural work he was doing in 1953.

"He designed a small chapel in France and a project in India that coincide with the execution of prints he was doing about the same time," explains Sylvia Walters, director of the gallery. The simple geometric design of his works result from Le Corbusier's use of the Parist Movement in art, reducing objects to their basic or "purist" forms.

His prints were created by a "Lift Ground" method that perm­its the artist to use a brush instead of an etching needle. This allows a smoother texture and flowing effect.

Walters also commented that "his style is closely related to Picasso's work of the 1930's and 40's." Both artists use simple planes and make strong vivid contours of their pictorial images. His linear representation of nudes, hands, animals and birds are rhythmic and bold.

The exhibit will be shown Nov. 5 to 26. Gallery hours are 10-5 Mon., Thurs., Fri.; 10-7 Tues., and Weds.

Open symphony Sunday Nov. 16

The UMSL Symphonic Band, under the direction of Dr. Warren Bellis, opens its concert season Sunday, Nov. 16, in the Multi-Purpose Building on the UMSL campus.

The concert, which is free and open to the public, begins at 3 pm. Tickets are priced $2.50, students $1.50. General admission.

Washington University and the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra present

A Musical Offering

Monday Evening, November 17, at 8:00
Edison Theatre, Mallinckrodt Center

Featuring Pianist Abbey Simon performing Franck's Prelude, Chorale and Fugue for Piano; Mozart's Divertimento of Don­ Juan; and, with members of the Symphony Orchestra, Beethoven's Quinnet in E-flat for Piano and Winds. Also on the program will be Schubert's Dances 1.

Tickets: $2.00, students $1.50. General admission. On evening of concert, Edison Theatre box office will open at 7:00 p.m. for ticket sales.

PREGNANT
and WORRIED?
call
Birthingright
962-5300

You have never studied French before, but have always wanted to.
Be a part of a unique language-learning experience.

UMSL's Winter 1976-15 Credits For more information call Modern Foreign Language Department 453-5831
Christmas Book Sale

Week of Nov. 17 through Dec. 25

Was $25.00 Sale $10.98

Was $24.95 Sale $10.98

Was $24.95 Sale $14.98

Was $42.50 Sale $22.98

Was $30.00 Sale $12.98

Was $30.00 Sale $14.98

Was $44.95 Sale $7.98

Was $17.50 Sale $7.98

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Southwest captures state volleyball title

Jim Shanahan

Southwest Missouri State (SMS) left the Multipurpose Building at UMSL with a perfect 16-0 tournament record and another state title, but they didn't escape without a few scares.

SMS, holding a 33-3 regular season record, will represent Missouri in the Region 6 volleyball tournament Nov. 20, 21 in Columbia.

St. Louis University, 19-5 for the regular season and 12-4 in the tournament, took second and will accompany Southwest to the regional tournament.

UMSL, 18-3 during the season and 12-6 in tournament play, finished third Saturday, Nov. 8, on the strength of two victories in a play-off with UMC for the third place spot in the two-day tournament.

"Southwest has gone to no-tionals since they've been in existence," says UMSL coach Judy Whitney. "Sooner or later they'll get beat. They were a little surprised because they heard we had some good talent in ball practice, followed an hour later by the tournament, took second and another hour later by St. Louis U., who kept Southwest wounded in their 15-11 game.

UMSL, playing without Carmen Forest who had to leave town for an Olympic team handball practice, followed St. Louis U. in the effort to topple SMS. After the Rivermen opened the scoring, SMS came back to regain the lead 6-3. UMSL closed the gap several times but were unable to pull ahead as time ran out in their 13-9 loss.

After the opening minutes of the second game, Southwest opened a wide lead and coasted to a 15-6 victory. Most of their points came on attempted blocks of spiked balls which the Rivermen could only manage to deflect out of bounds.

"They weren't lining up the ball properly," says Whitney in reference to the poor block attempts in the second game. "One thing that hurt us was we had three people serving without even getting the ball over the net." In spite of the problems UMSL had against Southwest, Whitney saw some bright spots. "I thought they were thinking against Southwest. They tried everything they could think of.

Martha (Hutti) was doing a good job as a hitter instead of a setter."

While Southwest continued on its path to a perfect 16-0 tournament record, UMSL's troubles were just beginning. They finished out their games Friday night with two unexpected losses to Central Missouri State (CMS), 15-5 and 15-6.

"Funny thing about this game is you never can tell what will happen," says Whitney. "They felt good coming off the game with Southwest, but they were tired." In an effort to rest her frontline players, Whitney started her second string against CMS. Before she realized it they had fallen behind and her starters, looking flat after hard fought games against Southwest, were unable to salvage any victories. "The hardest thing to do is convince them if they make a mistake just forget it," said Whitney. "You can't control the nerves. I've got six freshmen. I guess I'm saying they aren't seasoned yet."

UMSL wasn't the only team having difficulty putting points on the board. After Friday's round of games, the Rivermen found themselves in a tie for third place with Southwest Missouri (SEMO), UMC, and St. Louis U., all with 4-4 records. The surprise of the tournament at that point was Central Missouri, 7-1, who trailed only Southwest, sporting a perfect record after eight games.

Central's reign near the top was short-lived. After splitting the opening pair of games with Northwest Missouri, they lost six straight, bowing to Southwest, St. Louis U. and UMC. They ended the tournament in a tie for fifth with SEMO, with identical 8-8 records.

While CMS was falling by the wayside, St. Louis U. began their run for second at the expense of the Rivermen. The Billikens claimed two rough victories, 9-7 and 14-11, as both games were halted when time ran out. After that St. Louis U. coasted into second place.

"It takes endurance, skill and desire. If one of the three is missing you won't make it," says Reich. "I know we had the skill and desire, but I was worried about the endurance. This is their first two-day tournament."

When the Billikens finally clinched second place with two easy victories over UMKC, the Rivermen were one of the first to congratulate them. "There's a closeness there even though there is a rivalry," explained Whitney.

When UMSL and UMC were fighting for third in their play-off match late Saturday, St. Louis U. led the cheering for the Rivermen. UMSL recovered from its setback against the Billikens and ran up six straight victories, starting with two over UMC. The Tigers also bounced back to win six straight, forcing a play-off for third place.

UMC opened the scoring in the first game of the best two out of three play-off. UMSL closed the gap several times to tie the score, including a 9-9 deadlock on a spiked ball by Jane Schreiber, but couldn't break on top until late in the second game. UMSL took a 10-9 lead when [continued on page 16]
Optimism grows as hardcourt opener approaches

Dave Birdwell

Optimism. That word is heard over and over again with the start of every new season of every sport. The members of the UMSL basketball team are full of this optimism. Looking down their lineup they may be justified in feeling that way.

Three starters are returning from last year's team, center Warren Wynn, forward Rolandinis Bone, who plays the guard position, Coach Chuck Smith said, "Nash, Wynn and Bone are the keys and the nucleus which we'll build around." As for the other guard and forward position, they're still up for grabs.

Although it's not definite, it looks like Irv Parish will start at forward and Grayling Tobias will fill the guard vacancy. Parish is a junior college transfer from Arizona while Tobias comes from the Missouri state champion squad, McClell High School.

Smith said, "My biggest problem is that we don't have any big guards." Bone is only 5-11, so when UMSL plays schools with the bigger men, Smith is considering putting Nash at the other guard spot in order to give the Rivermen extra height. A full court press will also be employed when playing the big schools.

"You win games by rebounding," said Smith. If this is true then the Rivermen should win quite a few games. As a junior 6-9 center Warren Wynn was ranked tenth in the nation as a rebounder with a 14.6 average.

Wynn, who checks in at about 220 lbs., said his personal goal for the year is "to break the school rebounding record, which is 35." His sixteen points a game also helped the Rivermen last year.

Although he's 6-9, Warren will go against some bigger men. But to him these big men pose no threat. Wynn said, "It's not what I'm going to do to stop them, (other big men) it's what they're going to do to stop me.

"Sophomore Rolandinis Nash is another member of the nucleus that Smith described earlier. He carries a thirteen point a game average with him from last year, plus that year of experience he got from playing. Nash came on strong towards the end of the season and carried a nine rebounds a game average with him.

The third starter from last year's team is Bobby Bone. As a sophomore last year, Bone averaged 27.0 points a game, third best in the college division, while receiving numerous awards such as Academic All-American. Bone said, "This year we're going to be tough and we're going to try to concentrate on defense because anybody can score points."

Each position looks fairly solid for the opener Nov. 28 against Southwest Missouri State here at UMSL. Smith said, "How far we go depends on how cohesive this unit is." The coach wants four players in double figures as well as a better defense.

Wynn said, "This year's team is a championship team. We've got a great bunch of guys working together this year, I'm looking forward to us having a real outstanding year, this year."

"We'll be disappointed if we don't make it to Evansville where the championships are held," said Bone. This seems to be the general consensus for the team. They are indeed optimistic.

Nash said, "I can hardly wait for the season to start myself. I want to see how everything works out."

The schedule for the team is extremely challenging. There will be 25 games in all, thirteen of which will be played here at UMSL. Admission is free for UMSL students here at home. All home games will begin at 8 pm.

Students will get a first look at the squad Nov. 14 when it will be Meet the Rivermen Night. This is an intrasquad game and will give the fans a chance to see what type of team UMSL will have.

Kickers net tie, receive NCAA invite

Tom Rodgers

"A tie is like kissing your sister," is a cliché, but one in expressing their disappointment over an equal score. Ask the same individual how he feels about a loss, and you will hear less favorable descriptions. This was the situation Saturday, Nov. 8, as the UMSL soccer team closed its 1975 regular season in a 1-1 tie with Western Illinois University.

Western was first to get in the net as Rick Picani, on an assist from Scott Jones, kicked in the leading goal at 70:20 in the game.

At 78:45 Steve Moyers booted the tying goal for UMSL on a penalty shot. The penalty shot situation resulted from a handball violation by Western in the penalty area.

UMSL goalie Don Schmidt, replacing Rick Hudson, had five saves on the afternoon. As a team, UMSL had 15 shots on goal and six corner kicks while Western had 11 shots on goal an six corner kicks, and seven saves.

The Rivermen ended regular season play with a 7-3-3 record Western Illinois accumulated an 8-4-1 record.

UMSL received a bid, and the third seed, on Monday Nov. 10 for the NCAA Division II Midwestern regional soccer tournament. Also receiving bids were Eastern Illinois, seeded first, Western Illinois, seeded second, and the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, seeded fourth.

The Rivermen, 7-3-3, will travel to Macomb, I11. to meet Eastern Illinois, seeded first, on Monday Nov. 16.

The schedule for the team is extremely challenging. There 's a very good chance to see what type of team UMSL will have.
ANTHONY WILT CAN DO I CAN DO BETTER: St. Louis U. relieves the tension built up during the tournament and accept congratulations from the Rivermen. (Photos by Jim Shanahan)

TAKING COVER NORTHEAST: Liz Davis returns a hard smash against Northeast Missouri State.

GUESS WHO'S TOP BANANA: Southwest Missouri State picks up its first place trophy at the end of the two day state tournament.

Classifieds

For Sale

Close to Campus
HUNTINGTON 7312
2 story brick,11 rooms,5 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, breakfast room, 2
fireplaces, study, central air, 2 car
garage. GRAY 521-5666

For Sale-Four Cerwin Vev-
speakers, '66 VW camper, '71
MGB. Chris 434-8039

For Rent

FOR RENT-Two bedroom
Apartment, Large Yard. $515.00
per month. 8811 Terwood Place
837-5753.

FOR RENT-Huge Apartment, 3
persons $200 per month, 4
persons, $220 per month. Call
369-3234.

Wanted

Wanted - Santa Claus out fit
THE WORKS. Call Bill,
357-3855.

PERSONALS

Pass It around

JOBS ON SHIPS
MEN WOMEN
American, Foreign, No
experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX® Dept.
F-15 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

The CURRENT will not publish
again until Dec.4, but keep
those cards and letters coming.

We aren't producing a
Thanksgiving issue, but we are
coming up with a turkey!

PERSONALS

When speaking of Mexico, I'm
always at a loss for words. The
world didn't end when you
reached 30, did it Susan?
You should only love the adding
machine as much as he did,
(that's why it's in the shape it's in).

You are O.K. Dave as long as you
do not get on a hill.

GUESS WHO'S TOP BANANA: Southwest Missouri State picks up its first place trophy at the end of the two day state tournament.

Get a pizza the action.

off your favorite Family Size pizza at Village Inn.
GOOD WEDNESDAY'S 4 TIL CLOSE.
Intramurals change sports

Paul Koenig

With intramural football, tennis, and the cross country race as well as the successful bike race (two competed) having concluded its activities, your intramural sports breaks can now focus your attention on the five crow-pleasing, action packed sports of hoc soc, volleyball, raquetball, bowling and basketball now being held at UMSL.

Murph the Surph and the Pikers head the pack of five coed hoc soc squads after one week of competition. The Sigma Pi, Alpha Xi Delta, Huddersfield United and the Sig Tau S.O.F.'ers round out the league.

The OPAFOO still maintains a hold on first place in league A action with a perfect record of 5-0. The Tekes are on the move in league B with a solid 3-1-1 mark.

Your wedding
pictures

SPECIAL NOW THROUGH NOVEMBER
10% off on prepaid weddings
20% off on optional wedding albums
Call today for an appointment
838-8168
Kenneth Henderson Photography
Where the Bride is Queen

Shoe Rack

Discount Prices
Warranty Shoe!

The Campus Action!

BRING IN THIS AD
$1.00 OFF
RECEIVE $1.00 off on purchase of any shoe priced above $3.00.

good only at time of purchase
50 NORMANDY SHOPPING CENTER
HOURS: MONDAY, TUESDAY, WED 9-9, THURSDAY 9-9, FRIDAY 9-10, SATURDAY 9-6, SUNDAY 11-5
We guarantee everything we sell!

UMSL finishes third in state

(continued from page 13)
LMC couldn't return the serve by Julie O'Shaughnessy. After the Tigers again tied the score, the rivermen pulled to a 15-8 victory and a third place finish.

After the tennis meeting for December 1 to change sports held up first place in league A men's competition.

The Tigers scored first in the second game and moved to a 6-3 lead. UMSL came back to tie the score at six all. After exchanging points the Rivermen opened up a big lead when the Tigers had trouble returning the serves by Liz Davis. UMSL coasted to a 15-8 victory and a third place finish.

Both the Billikens and the Rivermen expressed delight at topping the tigers in the two-day tournament.

"Our thing about St. Louis U. and UMSL, doing well it is might help keep good players in the area," says Reich. "Before they went to Southwest or Columbia."

Southwest coach Linda Dollar seemed to verify Reich's sentiments. "The strength of our program helps draw players to our area."

Reich also pointed to the competition Southwest meets as an advantage to their team. While UMSL and St. Louis U. run into problems finding good players to play in this area, Southwest travels over a wide area and meets top competition. "We do quite a bit of traveling," explains Dollar. "We've been to Illinois, Iowa and Kansas, and we'll be going to Oklahoma later this year."

While Reich pointed to Title IX as the main reason for improvement in women's volleyball and Dollar pointed to improved competition on the high school level, everyone agreed with Whitney that this tournament should help stir their interest.

"Look at the spectators we had, and it was only our first year in St. Louis for this type of tournament," says Whitney. "You cannot ever tell about tournaments."

Before thinking about next year, Southwest and St. Louis U. will travel to Columbia to compete in the Region 6 tournament for the right to go to nationals. They will be meeting the top teams from Kansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota.

"You can't ever tell about tournaments," says Dollar. "You have to take them one at a time. We've beaten every team that will be there. We should be a strong contender, but you can't always tell."

Harrisons run third

SIU-Edwardsville stormed to an easy victory last Saturday in the SLACAA meet held at Edwardsville as they took the top four places and five of the top seven for a low score of 17. They were followed by St. Louis University with 61, UMSL with 75, and Washington University with 80.

Layne Law covered the rolling, five mile course in a meet record time of 26:33 for the Cougars. Defending champion Marty Grier, also running for SIU, slipped to fourth place with a time of 27:00.

Running for the Rivermen were Bobby Williams, 6th in 27:11; Neil Reeb, 10th in 27:48; Jim Shanahan, 18th in 29:18; Fran Hakle, 19th in 29:19, and Jerry Young, 22nd in 31:11.

"Bobby (Williams) and Neil (Reebe) turned in real good times," stated head coach Mark Bergeson. "Today's finish, together with our third place finish at Westminster, are probably our two best races this year."

With all five runners returning next year, Bernsen is looking forward to an improved team, particularly with Williams and Reeb leading the way.

WHERE DID THAT BALL COME FROM: Helen McCarthy returns the ball with Shawn Coven and Mary Carpenter providing moral support in a long volley with Northeast Missouri State. (Photo by Jim Shanahan)